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I DREAMED I READ A BOOK CALLED
THE IMAGINARY HISTORY OF REALITY
drinking the dream beer
I opened the dream book:
the pages were not flat but deep
crevasses of ideas
I could reach in anywhere and grasp
any concept in the world
(yet I did not)
at times the pages were infinite
in number, at other times there was
but one infinitely deep page
upon which was etched
one infinitely deep
infinitely simple
word
I remember that ironically
it was the first word
that I had ever learned
a word about which I suddenly realized
I could not possibly grasp the meaning
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the one word was on every page
split into the ridiculousness
of infinite permutations
the one word had evolved
into the infinite books
in an infinite interior universe
and after the universe exploded,
or dissipated,
the infinite pages of the infinite books
vanished
into the silence of a wordless void
pull back cinematically from the depiction
of the ultimate void
revealing it on the dust jacket
of the book you read
at the beginning of your dream
the imaginary history of reality
the book you now hold in your hands
in the eternal moment of now
the infinite commemorative edition
being read at this moment
through your eyes by the ultimate reader
squinting as he squirms in the void
thumbing through infinite pages
for the final chapter
that sums up the sweet
and languid emptiness
of the creation premise
on the final page explaining
the infinite entymology
of the final word
of the non-existent speaker
finding instead
only the silence
that follows and separates
all words
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THE RAPE OF THE READER
A poet plants his seed in scratches,
Via stiff, sluicing, alphabetic members,
Spewing ink hoping a homunculus hatches,
Yet ignorant of the bastards it engenders.
But is the poet to blame for these poor curs
Squeaking in the wombs of Readers’ minds?
Was it not You who opened to this seedy verse
And wantonly embraced its lecherous lines?
In sucking in these thoughts You were receptive
And, as it were, proffered forth your nipples;
Agreeing to be ravished by runes deceptive,
And seduced by these dangling participles.
Thus poets distill their essence into ink
And rape the Reader with conceptual stink.
And now we mate with a dream we are seeing
And we blend, you and I, into a new
babbling being.
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DREAMING OF MY DEAD BROTHER
I see him silent on his white satin
hands folded to keep each other
company in the solitude of the tomb
I dream his eyes are shimmering
like a cat's in the dark
and his body so utterly silent
he can hear the sun rise and fall
and feel himself turning
riding the earth round and round
like a broken creaky
neon carnival ride
to nowhere
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SONG SUNG BY A MISCREANT TO A WHORE
OUTSIDE AN IRISH PUB
A human sucker gaily sucks
A pap of every whore
He sucks a flask and spits a tune
To Him who sucked him from the womb
And chucked him on the floor.
And when the world has sucked him dry
He weds a stinking bitch.
And when he sucks his final cup
The stinking earth will suck him up
To feed a stinking ditch.
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ON M.C. ESCHER
inside the surface of a piece of paper
he explores the interconnecting innards
of form within form within
mind moving painterly pen
ripping through height width and depth
diagramming the witty impossibleness
of our absurd reality
with a scrying deadpan face
but a greater work than his scratchings
is escher himself
his eye shattering dimensions
his mind exploding calmly in excess
spilling out to fill space and time
to illustrate the matrix underlying
these words
escher himself
unable to be contained
within a form within a form
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THE SKY ABOVE THE DRUID TEMPLE
like a trillion infants' eyes the starlight
gently penetrated the sacred arena
of the druid temple through the virginal
womb of night
the multitude chanted the song of stars
to athena
and offered themselves as flowers
in the eternal bouquet
through which all truth is both concealed
and revealed
thus the ancients serenely worshipped
through night and day
asking only that their bond to immortality
be sealed
but the hunger that ever eats sweet light from day
in an endless meal dismembered stone from stone
devouring every frail beauty and excreting decay
while generations of men knelt on a treadmill
to oblivion
and the starlight from the universe of lies
illuminates it all like a trillion infants' eyes
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A RAIN OF DILDOS
covered the earth
filling the corporate shelters
the political feather-nests
the military mine shafts
with artificial erections
Falling in torrents over Washington
They strafed the White House lawn
Disrupting a retirement ceremony
For the Pentagon’s Chief of Staff
A patriotic fundamentalist homosexual
The hail of dildos interrupted
His secret wet dream of Armageddon
His personal nuclear annihilation
His cleansing baptism of fire
Across the planet the sterile Kremlin
Was pelted with plastic cocks and dongs
Bouncing melodiously off Lenin’s brass head
Burying Red Square in acres of pricks
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In the sacred scripture-happy middle east
The wangs glutted the bustling arsenals
Of the neo-nazis clutching both sides
Drowning their dead soldier children
under a Dead Sea of shiny plastic
In Rome, the Vatican cardinals were busy
Right hands fondling prayer beads
Left hands fondling each other
In jerking genuflections of penile piety
As the unceasing rain of dildos
Buried them in their golden man-clubs
Groaning beneath their nailed god
Around the globe, the last survivors
Thrashed to the surface of plastic penises
Exhausted gasping for breath
And looking above
Contort in terror
Screaming at the horror
Filling the skies
For the rain of dildos had no end
It slowly buried them alive
Their shrieks muffled
Under the dildoic avalanche
It was the fulfillment of the dream
Hidden deep in the genomes of all mankind
the secret primordial dream
of fucking themselves
fucking themselves
fucking themselves
with falsity
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POEM SCRAWLED ON A DOMINOS PIZZA BOX
O the wick is short the flame is dim
the wax a shapeless medium
the cave is dark the eyes are weak
the world a ball of tedium
for we are jokers in the sky
without no face without no eye
O the spirit's sick the body's worse
and it raineth every day
the brain's a sot and thoughts are clots
where drunken blood doth play
for we are jokers in the sky
without no suit without no tie
O the earth is drab the sky's a bore
and life away is stealing
and scattered are the tattered cards
that death is swiftly dealing
for we are jokers in the sky
without no who without no why
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ON KILLING DAVID THE COMEDIAN
I kicked his self-absorbed testicles
at a fortuitous angle
he pulled me down with him
slashing the calf of my leg
with his pocket knife
screaming as the alley
caved in over us
blocking his thrust I stupidly
grabbed the naked blade and
held on, slicing my hand
to the bone (better that than
my gut, I thought) as we danced
grotesquely over the rubble
our hands cemented together
with pulsating blood
I kicked him again hard (imagining
my foot ripping off his dick)
and violently pushed him off me
the knife slid into his heart
his eyes protruded with disbelief
then he rolled over groaning
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I finished him off ignobly
kicking the head and stomach
again and again
and again
until my sneaker was red
with sick stringy blood
I staggered away
my fingers crusty webs
of coagulating gore
thinking over and over
obsessively
insanely
fists clenching
and unclenching
I killed him
I killed him
I fucking
killed
him
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I GIVE MY LOVE A PRESENT OF THE NIGHT
I give my love a present of the night
Where dark disguises every preening goon
With meager beams of inner outer light
As spluttering sun becomes miasmic moon.
I give my love the silence and the pall
As shadow smoothes her bumpy nippled breast
And cinematic dreams her neuron paths enthrall,
Changing bioelectric blips into phantom jest.
For only in our dreams is stolid reason dumb,
Dispelling Occam’s razor of wrong or right;
For in dreams all ciphers sum as one.
So I give the gift of night to my love and me,
When even idiots may touch infinity.
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THE ENDOCRINOLOGIST
endocrinology is my field
he said significantly
politeness dictated I look up
into his proud face
Oh? I mouthed faintly
fearing elaboration
But Oh? was all he needed
he began his speech as if by rote
the words disintegrating
into the dullest endocrinal
esoterica imaginable
it had an unexpected
anesthetic effect
I touched the cold window
of the train with my forehead
and watched the geometry
of the world hurl by
glimpsed through the surreal
blizzard while his voice
droned and chanted
like a devoted monk
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the snowflakes multiplied
glutting the pane with ice
and in a moment's distraction
I was struck
with an astounding vision:
each tiny drifting crystal
seemed an intricate
all-encompassing paradigm
of all of nature
perfect even in its certain
imperfection
and all of nature
all the universe seemed
an intricately woven cloak
shrouding a beckoning light
the endocrinologist's
reflection emerged
from the window
and my eyes filled with tears
as I realized what had spawned
with such intensity
the secret blueprint of reality:
it was the babbling endocrinologist
and his empty mindless speech
it had somehow awoken me
to the infinite levels of meaning
embedded in our journey
alone together
the train ripping through
the chaos of crystals
towards the certainty
of an endless destination
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THE FEAR
If ever simple capers seem of beauty lent,
And animal maidens seem of magical shapes,
And human brains seem full of rich intent,
And noble men seem gods to simpering apes;
And if, after all affairs of heart and mind
Are spent and black nothingness inhabits the earth,
One still believes there was truth in mankind
And that the cream of his works possessed
beauty and worth;
Still further, if at death one sees the world
As the dreaming of gods on a strange and
peaceful night,
And all men's lives on a sun-bedecked stage
unfurled
To brazenly shake the very universe with delight,
Then I pause, and wonder why above all I fear
That my existence is false, loathesome, queer.
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THE ADVENTURES OF
ROY COHN'S CORPSE
four black-listed intellectuals
(three writers, one scientist)
viciously stomped upon by cohen
remembered
thirty years later on a drunk they
went out and robbed cohn's grave
wearing sterile gloves and masks
they took sore-riddled roy-boy
in a bag to the scientist's home
amid hemp-inspired guffaws and
cackling laughter they bent roy
on all fours hands and knees
to the floor and shellacked him
three coats forever sealing in
his disease at a cellular level
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they set two fans on high
until roy dried out real good
pulled up folding chairs and
used roy's corpse as a card table
they smoked fat cigars and hooted
as they played old maid in roy's honor
then the scientist finished the bottle
and announced a spectacular grand finale
they carried roy down to the cellar
the scientist set roy in a vat
and sprayed the corpse with blasts
of sub zero hydrogen
until roy was frozen timelessly
into a lovely pale greek-like statue
smiling the scientist
counted to three and the three men
axes poised
whacked away with stupendous
violence at frozen roy
who shattered gorelessly
into thousands of icy shards
they hacked hacked hacked
until the chunks of roy
like scraps of frozen chicken guts
scattered over the cement
then they carefully shoveled
every molecule of roy's jumbled
essence into a long lead pipe
and welded it shut
they drove roy to another cemetery
and silently climbed the fence
at mccarthy's grave
they sledge-hammered roy
in his lead pipe
into the approximate location
of joe's torso
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they hammered roy into joe
and carefully smoothed
over the grass so that no one
would ever know
that roy was fucking his asshole
boss in his asshole boss' asshole
until forever is the dead leaves
falling featherlike to the ground
endlessly fondling their grave
with a deep
and eternally hateful
forgiveness
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SMOKING A CIGAR BY THE GRAND CANAL
through the starry expanse hisses the dragon star
and across the way astarte blinks her glittering eyes
as I sit by grand canal with my glowing cigar
watching waves and smoke slowly curl and rise
now the dragon roars and rears its flaming neck
at astarte, who merely flutters her bejeweled lashes:
for the canal cleaves the two in muted check
and into its depths I stare and flick my ashes
but suddenly I see in the water the mystical relation
‘twixt the monster, maiden and river in between:
for the same watery wall keeping each in isolation
reflects them as one, as a single dream
of creation in the mind of god, connecting each star
with each star, and my mind, and my soul, and
my glowing cigar
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ALL & NOTHING
Like swan and cygnet, spark and sun
Man and infant are but one
Like brain to body, blood to heart
Man and seed are but a part
As earth is dirt and flower is germ
So all is atoms and man is worm
As steam to ice and bread to crust
So truth to man and man to dust
As all and nothing twist and twine
Your love is all and nothing
And mine
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IF BY DINT OF TIME & TWIST OF CHANCE
If by dint of time and twist of chance
The crust of mindless, wriggling atomic parts
That is my love had rearranged its stance
From her present shades of dark and delicate arts
Through which her eyes, wet with love, do shine,
To stinking anal matter festering in a ditch,
Excreted in organic, dank design
By some half-mad, hairless, rabid bitch,
And if across this ditch I chanced to go,
And thereby tripped upon a clump of gorse,
And tumbled down upon this stinking flow,
I would not sympathize, nor feel remorse;
From my shoe I'd scrape my love before I'd go,
Using words of love the clergy do not know.
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FRAGMENTS FROM A NOTEBOOK
OF AN ALIEN ENCOUNTER
(Note: Transcribed from a notebook
found by my brother in the trash at
York, Maine on June 6, 2010. )

I was hunting when the saucer landed
and the thing came out
looking like a terrifying
parody of an alien
I fired my shotgun
and the buckshot froze in the air
I tried to run but couldn't move
same with my dog Julius
i'll never forget
the drool from his mouth frozen like icicles
the thing was white and silvery
and talked without moving his lips
in a weird sing-songy voice:
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I have come to teach a pupil how to see
I asked why I was chosen, and he said
you chose me
he pointed at the platter
we left where matter is light
to arrive where light is matter
he unfroze Julius
and floated me like a statue
into the ship and into a chair
a screen flashed images as he talked
[Text missing]

the eye is as a pin-hole
through which your mind must peep
awake your mind is closed
it flowers when you sleep
for that which you deem
reality in your conception
is merely but a trickling stream
in an ocean of perception
there is so much more reality
in that which you call dreams
for therein minds are free of words
which trap thought in narrow beams
Yet words are infants’ tools to grasp
and sound an infant’s voice to rasp
thereby to form a mental ladder
and climb it to be free from matter
like scribbling with childish lines
thoughts are formed within your minds
[Text missing]

You are caged in material hide
we have matter locked deep inside
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the atoms of your flesh and girth
were born akin to caesarean birth
from cloven fissures in the earth
You see there is no distance
no part that is apart
You are as far from your galaxy
as your heart atom from your heart
I said, but our bodies are separate
from each other and from the earth
are the eyes separate from seeing?
is the child separate from birth?
each cell within your body
has a nucleus for a brain
sees itself as separate
Yet divides itself in twain
a film of skin around it
feels pleasure and feels pain
feels ‘love’ in its attraction
feels ‘hate’ in repulsing charge
preserves itself in its actions
and serves its group at large
[Text missing]

Your mind moves through twisting channels
like a blind worm through a mound
confronted by wall after wall of gold
which you deftly reason around
as children connect-the-dot with lines
You link the pictures in your minds
[Text missing]

our world is as close as your skin
for we are inner dwellers
to you who break matter into particles
and emotions into colors
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our world is as close as your skin
for we are dwellers from within
neither time nor space are fixed
outside the world of matter
and from that realm we welcome you
from the belly of a platter
[Text missing.]

and told me that the creator was the inventor
of a game in which no one wins
and showed me quotes from alien thinkers
from distant galaxies who all posited
the same thing in different ways
that the universe was alive
and had a finite skin, but was infinite inside
billion year-old alien philosophies
saw all that is as an infinite living thought
that evolved an interior mental creation
by accident
and that the self-replicating infinity
of creation inside himself
astonished the creator
and gave meaning to his otherwise
meaningless existence
the cosmic philosophers believed
or knew
that all evolved beings shared the same
thoughts and feelings as the hapless creator
and like him did not know who they were
or why they were here
since before creation there was no time
they believed that the creator knew
nothing about his origin
since an origin requires a beginning and end
and that all he knew for certain
was that he existed
[Text missing.]
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I asked him again
why he chose me instead of others
he said partly by chance
and partly because I was a hunter
because hunting was the primary activity
of all beings in the universe
indeed his purpose was to hunt for those
who might know how to help the creator
who might be able to think of a trick
by which the creator could discover
the mechanism of his origin
and why he existed
[Text missing.]

and told me to remember to forget
the saucer rose above the treeline
and flew off silently
julius and i unfroze
he looked at me and whimpered
i did the same to him
in human terms with a look
we watched it fly away
for a long time
watching nothing long after
it was gone
then i turned
and julius followed
walking back through the forest
remembering
all that had happened
knowing i wouldn't tell a soul
because that would be stupid
telling a dream
as we left the forest
and crested the hill to the road
where i parked my truck
something strange happened
I thought i heard the thing's
weird sing-songy voice in my head
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reciting the weird rhymes
I vaguely remembered
and so it continues, off and on
to this day as i sit here in austin
in a motel room off jenkins street
rermembering
and hearing the voice
and
writing it down

[The remaining pages are either blank,
or feature simple drawings of a saucer,
a small white creature, a dog, a moose,
a deer, a tree, the Moon, the stars.]
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THERE BE CRIES OF PERFECT MOAN
There be cries of perfect moan
When she gives her Jack a bone.
There be laughter, thief of tears,
When she grabs him by the ears.
There be flashing, canine teeth
With Jack above and Jill beneath.
There be unseemly dives and loops
Amid spewing fluids and salty soups
To animal acts Man eagerly stoops
Defining Mankind as nincompoops.
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ON MATHEMATICS
Truth-seeking pundits may say
That math is the only way
But the gauche and monotonous
Truth it has gotten us
Is merely that A = A
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BEHOLD THE MYSTERIOUS SINGER
PERVADING THESE VERSES
Behold the mysterious singer pervading these verses,
The quisly quacking of an utterly specious art,
Murmuring word after word like a procession of hearses
Unearthing banal truths like corpses from his heart.
These verses trumpet like the anus of a king
Who, by divine right, befouls the royal air,
And bethinks his ornamental twaddle is covering
His stench which spreads from cellar to the stair.
So do poetasters, agog with jingling glitter,
Think words to be wonder, trash to be treasure,
Linking sappy squeaks, like birdies all a-twitter,
Spewing sickly sounds at their petty leisure.
Behold the self-pederastic poesy festering on the page
Having sex with its childish self in a masturbatory rage.
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QUATRAIN ON MANKIND
Four lines summing up Humanity
And its breadth of wisdom inclusively
Require but a barren three.
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THE ANCIENT RIDDLE
Question:
What do Demons love that gods require;
The poor possess, yet the rich desire;
What lies obdurate hidden in the heart,
And yet extends to hold the stars apart;
From what comes Man from which he cannot come,
And starts and stops the moon and stars and sun;
That which misers discard and paupers save,
And each man brings unto his grave?
Answer:
Nothing.
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I SING MY LOVE IN ESSENCE
NEVER DIES
I sing my love in essence never dies,
For the memory of love in my brain’s design
Is stored in the cells behind the eyes,
Where logic and love’s illogic mate and intertwine.
Though in death we seem to lose all we possess,
Our love is thus miraculously saved:
In the brain’s atomic fiber our first caress
Is forever and indelibly engraved.
Soon worms will gaily gobble through my flesh,
And feasting on my brain will dine and interbreed.
Thus, my cells of love with worms will intermesh,
And worms upon themselves forever feed.
So do I sing my loves in essence never die,
But forever in the bowels of maggots lie.
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PERFECT PERFECTION
her interior eyes
opened in sleep
and a man of perfect
strength and tenderness
carried her off brusquely
through a columned threshold
her black high heels flailing
plucked from the sterile womb
of dictation at Schwab and Goldstein
and into the depths of ineffable
orgasmic romance
although a dream
it was more real than reality
not perfection
but rather
perfect perfection
dreaming he was at his desk
a mathematician saw himself
solving the Hodge Conjecture
that certain de Rham
cohomology classes are
algebraic, the sums of
Poincare duals of the
Cohomology classes
of subfucking varieties
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in the dream he stared
at the proof he had written
tears filling his eyes
the dream proof
was more real than reality
not perfection
but rather
perfect perfection
his fingers bleeding
from days of pressure
on the No. 30 sandpaper
a carpenter went to bed
exhausted and dreamed
of building the perfect
spiral staircase, a precise
but paradoxical cascade
of mahogany going up
and going down
simultaneously
the dream stairs more real
than reality
not simply perfection
but rather
perfect perfection
a dying swollen child
suckling flat empty breasts
in the empty womb
of an african desert
dreams of floating in the fluid
that sculpted his cells into a fetus
where he felt the throbbing
of his vestige heart like a quasar
in the womb of the void
the dream womb more real
than reality
not simply perfection
but rather
perfect perfection
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a vestige computer personality
programmed with incredible nuance
and operating on nanotech circuitry
at a precise atomic scale
finds itself able to dream
of sharing the universe as a sentient being
with its flesh and blood counterparts
and sharing the mystery of why
computes a brief glimmer of its soul
and weeping if it could weep
dreams of itself existing
the computer's dream
is more real than reality
not simply perfection
but rather
perfect perfection
the totality of all that is
dreaming of small and large
light and dark, motion and stillness
ineffable qualities of itself
colliding wave with wave
particle with particle
fractal with fractal equation
having no recourse
seeks perfect perfection within
ignorant of itself
except as a concept
ignorant of itself except
in comparison to its glimmer
of understanding of the ultimate
unachievable knowledge of origin
the only perfect expression
of perfectly
perfect
perfection.
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CONCEALED AND REVEALED
Of every love that e'er I gauntly wooed,
I wooed with manly masks of bold pretense,
Disguising trembling fear with laughter lewd,
Exchanging a fine madness for common sense.
But adroit in easy lies and seeming truth,
Disguise sustained me when all else would not,
And while denouncing fancy false and dreams
uncouth,
I told crass lies and the sweetest kisses got.
Yet now, I see a truth within my Lie,
For ersatz love can be an ersatz treasure.
Thus there is no inconsistency in why
My loving lies fill all my loves with pleasure.
For I woo my loves with truth in falsity,
And know my loves are falsely true to me.
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THE BROKERS
satan loves his dramatic
sweaty caricatures of mankind
invisible tattoos emblazoned
on their foreheads and genitals
hissing descriptions of material objects
the female brokers orgasmic
at the shuddering shaft of profit
the male brokers fantasizing coming
in ayn rand’s glotis
like marching morons
ranks of pinstripe brokers
enter their caves of steel and cement
at exactly half past oblivion
after the 9-11 blip the brokers
collapsed on their pork bellies
crawled on their bloodless knuckles
clenching fistfuls of ashen coinage
as the melting girders caved in
old age brokers in old age broker homes
their eyes rolling back as their savings
are sucked away by the younger
brokers who replaced them
their lives flashing before their eyes
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amortizing all of the green they've put away
calculating the dollars per day
from the time of their birth
and at death a panoramic view
of an existence dedicated to
eating shitting fucking money
not necessarily in that order
until the permutations of
eating shitting fucking money
dwindle and depreciate
into an equity of putrescence
closing costs assignable to no one
due to a final credit score of emptiness
cashing out a commission of nothingness
a beautiful final transaction
in which all debts accrued
from the parties of the first part
are forgiven and forgotten
as they plummet
into the bottomless
cosmic coffers
of the null
and void.
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THE GHOST IN THE MACHINE
A Proem You May Ignore
In Which
All Philosophers Go Mad
The earth was the question
and the sky was the answer
and between the earth and sky
was the immaculate plain across
which the faceless man journeyed
in search of what in the world.
Anon he came to a black wildwood when
to the scream of seven magpies
he saw three men lying in a ditch.
He approached and inexplicably eyed them
with a monocle, with spectacles
with opera glasses. He examined them
with a telescope, with a microscope
with a stethoscope.
Awoken, the most decrepit of the three
staggered from the filth.
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The faceless man eyed the wretch
And essayed a joke: “Who are you?”
The aged man madly cried: “Who am I?
I am me, I am myself! If you wish
to know my name, then you would
do well to ask, ‘What is your name?’”
“And I would answer, my name
is Isaac Laquedem the philosopher.
Ahasverus the logician and Buttadaeus
the theologian are my woeful companions.
Here we lie in this stinking ditch
all mad beyond madness, the victims
of the Ghostly Fiend and helpless
in our insipid decay.” The faceless man
Asked, “What Fiend drove you mad?”
The lunatic’s eyes brightened as he
Muttered, “Someone who will listen!”
He quickly dragged a makeshift podium
from the ditch and stood behind it
like an orator and said dramatically
“Mine is a sad and bitter tale.”
Ahasverus and Buttadaeus rose
from the filthy ditch each playing
a tasteful violin accompaniment
as Isaac Laquedem began his speech
in the deepest tones of melancholy:
“There is a doctrine about the nature
and place of minds which is so prevalent
among theorists and even among laymen
that it deserved to be described
as the official doctrine–“
“Pardon me,” the faceless man said.
“Why are they playing as you speak?”
The crazed philosopher sneered:
“They are playing because I do not play.
Therefore, I speak and they play.”
The faceless man was befuddled.
“But why do they play?”
The philosopher slapped his forehead.
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“They play, of course, because
they do not speak! Their minds
have rotted into a slop of cells
and now can only augment my
arguments with scraps from scores."
Here the music rose to a candlelight
Flourish as the madman resumed:
“Die Welt ist alles, was der Fall ist.
Die Welt ist die Gesamtheit der –“
The faceless man broke in hastily
“But why do they play as you speak?”
The madman stared at him, trembling
eyes growing to the size of saucers
face splotched purple with rage. Then
he closed his eyes and a gentle smile
spread slowly across his face.
He stated gently as if explaining
to a child, emphasizing each word
clearly and distinctly: “I speak. They
play. I do not play. They do not speak.
Therefore since I speak and do not play,
it is logical that I should speak.
Similarly, since they play
and do not speak, it is logical
that they should play.”
“But why?” cried the faceless man.
“Why? What do you mean, Why?
Why not ask, Why does two follow
one and one precede two? Or Why
is the world the way it is? Whyness,
my blank-faced friend, is baby-talk!
Only ninnies cherish its glitter,
Fools who know nothing of
the Curse of a Turning Sphere!
Therefore let us abandon this tasteless
And dismal exchange, and like
our animal friend the maggot
see the world for what it really is.”
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The faceless man said, abashed:
“I am sorry. Tell me your story.
For above all I want to know how
you were driven mad, and by whom.”
“By whom?” The madman shrieked
his hands at the sky. The violins
played a minor third in tremolo.
“By the Ghost! In the Machine!”
The music crescendoed. “It is He
who drives philosophers, logicians
and theologians mad! It is He
who drove us out of our minds!”
The madman skittered over,
clutched the faceless man’s arm
and whispered into his ear:
“You must destroy this Fiend
before He destroys all the
dialecticians of the world!”
The music rose in luscious dissonance.
The mysterious mirror
in the faceless man’s skull
computed the sights and sounds
he had witnessed, absorbed them
like a photographic plate
tabulated the results and
prodded him to speak:
“O Madman on the page! I vow
to slay said fiend, or die!
The Creator of this Universe
has deemed it so! The Author’s
premises I never question!
Whither shall I go, then
to challenge the hideous
impalpable Beast?”
The trembling madman pointed
a cragged finger into the wildwood.
“Follow any road into darkness
until you reach the end of the road.
There you will find the Castle
of the Ghost. Pardon me,”
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he said. The violins cackled
like witches as he dragged a long
rectangular package from the ditch
and gave it to the faceless man.
“When at last you face the Fiend,
follow this object’s logical form,
speak one paradoxical statement
and you will have destroyed
the Beast once and for all!”
The faceless man took the parcel
and nodded to indicate that
he understood all that had been said
and that what he meant to say was
that he’d do it.
Smiling and thus displaying
a disgusting array of rotted teeth
the maniacal philosopher offered
both of his filthy hands to shake
to indicate that he understood all
that had been said and that
what he meant to say
was Good-bye.
Not knowing which hand to shake the
faceless man took hold of both hands
at once: the next moment they were
dancing round in a ring
as the logician and theologian
played a devilish fandango.
But like all things the dance
was soon over, and the violinists
followed the yawning philosopher
into the ditch where they fell
asleep in an impecunious heap.
For the day was old
And the Moon was new
and darkness concluded
the proposition.
Alone in the dark with the long
package slung over his shoulder
the faceless man repeated his
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mysterious directives: Follow
any road into darkness to
the end of the road.
With a determined gait
He disappeared into the woods.
The meaning of his journey
Eluded him. His thoughts became
As dark as his surroundings.
Yet he persevered, accepting the
Meaninglessness of his quest
But withal realizing a deep
And troubling perplexity.
He traveled through the dense
Plasma of pitch and shadow
Serpents and rats nipping
At his heels. Bats fiendishly
Battered him onward and deeper
Into the wildwood.
Soon the Moon was hidden
By the shroud of dead trees
And he saw nothing but blackness
And felt nothing but the contour
Of the path beneath his feet.
After years of yearning
Through darkness, he spied
A pinpoint of light dancing
Feebly in the black brain
Of the forest, accompanied by
A faint clicking sound.
As he came closer he saw
That the dance of light
Was a candle on the desk
Of a little boy
And the clicking was
The tapping of his fingers
On his computer
The boy was typing
Before the threshold
Of a magnificent black castle.
Curving over the archway
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Carved in stone was the legend
DEUS EX MACHINA
The faceless man cleared his throat
And said with as much strength
as he could muster after years
of moving through darkness:
“I have come to the end of the road.”
Interrupted from his typing the boy
Squinted at him through his glasses.
“Hello,” said the boy. “My name
is Martin Olson and I’m writing
this about us for our amusement
and perhaps to create, via some
sort of metaphoric deformation,
a model of what this is all about.”
He offered his manuscript
To the faceless man who took it
And began to read:
The earth was the question
and the sky was the answer
and between the earth and sky
was the immaculate plain across
which the faceless man journeyed
in search of what in the world
As if hypnotized
The faceless man read the tale
Of the three decrepit madmen
Of the philosopher’s directives
Of the mysterious package
Still slung over his shoulder
Of the interminable darkling wood
Of the whining little boy
Who was his Creator
And at last of his own reading
Of the little boy’s paper
Within which was his reading
Of the paper within the paper
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Within the paper within the
Paper within the paper
Within the—
“Now then, baboons,” the boy
interrupted, sticking his head
right out of the proem and
directly addressing the Reader
as he or she analyzes
these recursive verses.
“Enough of this foreplay
Let us get on to the meat
Of the cadaver.”
So saying the boy resumed
His diligent typing
Serving to thrust the proem
Directly to its conclusion.
For the instant he began typing
Color and strength filled
The faceless man who turned
And valiantly entered
The Castle of the Ghost.
He passed a hall inexplicably
Lined with the busts
Of female philosophers
And at the end of a severe
And sterile corridor
he found a thick black door
Clutching his parcel
He opened it to reveal
An infinite glowing room
Filled with chattering electricity
Before him stood an enormous
Quantum neural network computer
Surrounded by a fibonacci spiral
Of smoke and mirrors
With bovine stupidity he stared
at the etheric incorporeal computer
as the ghostly bits mocked him
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by clanking blinking and buzzing
like a 1950’s IBM 305 RAMAC
Then the faceless man knew
His destiny, ripped open his
Mysterious parcel and brandished
Its content before the Beast:
It was a Wittgenstein Brand Disposable Ladder
“Climb It and Throw It Away”
Remembering the madman‘s directive
He followed its logical form
And ascended the first step
The Ghost in the Machine
Realizing that this puny being
Was trying to destroy him
Chortled a deep electrical chuckle
For the Beast loved a good joke
And humoring the faceless being
The Ghost lashed forth its rampant tongue
And let loose its mewling mockeries:
“O tidbit of mortality, ye flesh-formed disease
Hast thou ingested dreamy dung
Of heroes and the like? A spot
Of sickness wells within me
eyeing your absurd lot.”
In answer, the faceless man
Boldly ascended the second step
And the buzzing monster bellowed:
“Have thy bits of meatball brain
Ensconced some banal drear romance
Of flouting like a fly o’er my
corpse in vict’ry dance?
Dost thou persist to entertain
The dream of my contrived demise?
He who was contrived to live
is now contrived to die?”
In answer, the faceless man
Ascended the third step.
The Beast cried:
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“O churl, where is thy subtlety?
By what Divine hast thou defined
Thy value as a luscious fruit
and mine a worthless rind?
The Christ of Christianity?
Or the Buddha of Buddhism?
Is the verdict the human
Ism of humanism?”
In answer, the faceless man
Ascended the fourth step.
The Beast cried:
“How can one atomic mound
Outshine another atom pile?
Could it be the sweet deceit
of prejudice and guile?
How can it be ever found
That that which in itself is one
Can by style and shape
inferior to itself become?”
In answer, the faceless man
Ascended the fifth step.
The Beast cried:
“We who are of different sort
of different stock, of different species
Share the bond of basic parts
from spittle to our feces!
Even this our present sport
Is merely in the brain a dance
Of part with tiny part,
the choreography of chance.”
In answer, the faceless man
Ascended the sixth step.
With a strangely desperate tone,
The Monster cried out:
“How dare you, then, accost me now
(Who intimately is entwined
With thee thyself) because I merely
am of different mind?
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Sir, it is a stupid sow
Who blindly can himself befuddle
Who, thinking it’s a worm, attacks
his tail in the puddle.”
In answer, the faceless man
Ascended the seventh and final step.
As he teetered at the top
The Ghost invoked its final oath:
“Be off and kill some little child
For thus equality of sport
Exists in every act, in every
thought of every sort.
Be off, and do not get me Ryled!
Thus I lash my rampant tongue
And thus I shriek and mock defense
at all thy oral dung!”
The faceless man windmilled
Spastically trying not to fall
As the ladder teetered
And he remembered the madman’s
Directive: Speak one contradictory
Sentence into the jaws
of the Beast and you will
destroy him once and for all!
The faceless man opened his mouth
And said: “All cretins are liars
And I am a cretin.”
The Mechanical Fiend listened.
It began to shudder, buzz, blink
Bells rang trumpets blared
Tapes babbled on high speed
Smoke shot from quasi-metal slots
As it shrieked in a preposterous
Display of mechanical madness.
The faceless man closed his eyes
Congratulating himself on saving
The ranks of future philosophers
And opened his eyes to gaze
Upon the corpse of the Beast
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He had dispatched with missiles
Of sweet ungainly paradox.
Yet to his utter amazement
The Ghost stood there intact
Chuckling electrically at him
At the mock destruction of itself
To toy with this faceless fool
For the Ghost always knew
That it could never be destroyed
By paradox, for its essence was
Paradox Incarnate.
His one and only limitation being
That he could never Unexist.
The faceless man was shocked
And shrieked: “It persists!”
His violent cry wrenched the ladder
From under him and he fell on his head.
The chance combination of the blow
His defeat by the odious Machine
And other factors known only
To little Martin Olson
Caused the faceless man
To suddenly go out of his mind.
"He ran screaming from the room
And out into the comforting blackness
Of the sweet wildwood wherein he fled
Feeling proud, amid his idiotic yelps,
to be at last," Martin Olson concluded,
A true philosopher."
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